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The ferromagnetic oxides La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) and SrRuO3 (SRO) couple anti-
ferromagnetically, leading to a canted spin-structure at the interface’s proximity. Per-
forming first-principles calculations in combination with Monte Carlo and finite tem-
perature micromagnetic simulations, we explore possible magnetic phases and find a
distinctive element specific hysteresis behavior whose dependence on external param-
eters is analyzed. The results reveal the interplay of magnetic anisotropy and exchange
coupling at the interface for the appearance of interfacial spin canting and unusual
magnetic switching which are of strong relevance for spintronic devices. In particular,
the different coercive fields for SRO and LSMO allow performing selective switch-
ing of SRO and LSMO layers. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5036811

In antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic multilayers, a ferromagnetic state can be pinned by the hard
magnetic behavior of the adjacent antiferromagnetic layer. This phenomenon, in which the interfacial
exchange interaction plays a key role, was first reported in 19571 and termed exchange bias (EB) or
exchange anisotropy. Its manifestation resembles, however, the influence of a directional magnetic
field rather than a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. One observes, namely, a (thickness, temperature, and
material-dependent) shift in the hysteresis loop with respect to variations in the magnetic field.2 This
shift is called exchange bias field. Generally, the shape of the hysteresis loop may also be modified or
become asymmetric due to EB.3 A number of important applications of EB rely on the EB-induced
pinning of the magnetization of a soft ferromagnetic layer and the anisotropic magnetoresistance
with respect to the magnetization direction.4–10 Spin valve read heads and magnetic random access
memory circuits11 are examples, where EB is utilized.

EB was also found useful for magnetoelectric switching,10 which hints at the potential of pos-
sible EB-type phenomena in magnetoelectric and oxide-based multilayers,13–17 for both sizable
EB and magnetoelectric coupling strengths are found at interfaces. The positive EB in epitaxial
La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO)/SrRuO3 (SRO) with antiferromagnetic interfacial coupling was discov-
ered in Ref. 12. Due to the strong anisotropy in the SRO, this material mimics the AFM part, which is
usually used in classical EB systems. In fact, an x-ray magnetic circular dichroism experiment, which
provides an element specific magnetic characterization, revealed a remarkable correlation between the
reversal of Mn and Ru magnetic moments at the MnO2−−SrO interface in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3−−SrRuO3

(LSMO-SRO) heterostructures.18 The coupling between the ferromagnetic LSMO layer and
SRO is antiferromagnetic, pointing so to an exchange-bias-type effect at the MnO2−−SrO inter-
face. The form of the element specific hysteresis loops MnO2−−SrO exhibits a nonconventional
shape.

In the present work, we provide a theoretical explanation of these experimentally observed
layer-specific element specific hysteresis loops. We combine model analysis with micromagnetic
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simulations based on the input from first-principles density functional calculations. We show that the
origin of the observed hysteresis loop is the bifurcation and the degeneracy that occur in the ground
state magnetization of the system.

The different coercive fields for SRO and LSMO lead to a canted spin-configuration close to
the LSMO-SRO interface, which is analyzed in detail. The complex interplay of interfacial antifer-
romagnetic exchange, anisotropy mismatch, and coercivity allows performing selective switching of
SRO and LSMO layers.

In the spirit of a multiscale approach, we combined micromagnetic simulations for predicting
a macroscopic, thermodynamic behavior with results from first principles calculations based on the
density functional theory (DFT) within a generalized gradient approximation.19 Structural parameters
for the LSMO/SRO interface were taken from the previous first-principles studies.20 However, we
found that atomic relaxations at the interface have very little impact on electronic and magnetic
properties, especially on the results of micromagnetic simulations. Using a self-consistent Green’s
function method under the paradigm of multiple scattering theory,21,22 we utilized the magnetic
force theorem23 and estimated the exchange interaction strength between Mn and Ru moments at
the LSMO/SRO interface. Hence, the approach presented here captures both microscopic quantum
effects and emergent macroscopic statistical phenomena. It should be mentioned that both LSMO
and SRO films are ferromagnetic.24 The density of states (DOS) of the LSMO films is dominated
by the contributions of the localized 3d states in both spin channels, separated by an exchange
splitting order of 3.5 eV (see Fig. 1). In the SRO film, the superexchange interaction competes
with the strong band magnetism of the Stoner type due to the substantial DOS at the Fermi level
consisting mainly of 4d and 2p states of Ru and O atoms, respectively.25 The coupling between
LSMO and SRO films is strongly antiferromagnetic. The reason for the antiferromagnetic coupling is
the indirect exchange interaction between the Mn and Ru magnetic moments via the interfacial oxygen
atoms.18,26,27

The interface energy density of the LSMO-SRO system can be expressed as

E =−Bµ1 cos(ϕ1 − ϕB) − Bµ2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕB) − J cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) +
K1

4
sin2(2(ϕ1 − ϕk1 ))

+
K2

4
sin2(2(ϕ2 − ϕk2 )), (1)

FIG. 1. Spin-resolved density of states (DOS) of Mn (a) and layer-resolved total DOS of the interface between LSMO and
SRO films, as schematically depicted (b).
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where B and ϕB are the amplitude and the orientation angle of the external magnetic field applied
in the SRO and LSMO plane. ϕ1, ϕ2 define the in-plane orientation of the SRO and LSMO mag-
netizations µ1, µ2, respectively. The term J cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) describes the antiferromagnetic coupling
between the layers, and Ki

4 sin2(2(ϕi − ϕki )) are the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy terms (with
the energy density K1,2). The exchange parameters J1 = −4.5 meV and J2 = −13.3 meV, entering
Eq. (1) and corresponding to the interlayer antiferromagnetic interaction for two different interface
terminations, were delivered by our first-principles calculations, as well as the magnetic moments of
single Ru and Mn atoms (µ1 = µRu = 1.2µB, µ2 = µMn = 3.3µB). Typically for SRO/LSMO heterostruc-
tures, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the LSMO layer is negligible.28 Hence, the influence of
K = K1 = KSRO is decisive. For simplicity, we used dimensionless units, by expressing E in terms of
the exchange |J |, rewriting the magnetic moments by µ1 = µ, µ2 = βµ1, and introducing the param-
eter of interest α = K /|J |. This also provides a rescaling of the magnetic field to B̃=Bµ/|J |. The
dimensionless Hamiltonian

E/|J | =−B̃
[
cos(ϕ1 − ϕB) + β cos(ϕ2 − ϕB)

]
+ cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) + α

[
1
4

sin2(2(ϕ1 − ϕk1))

]
(2)

mainly depends on the model parameter α, whereas we compute the ratio β from DFT-based magnetic
momenta giving β = 2.75, which corresponds to a system of equally thick layers of LSMO and SRO.
Different thickness ratios can be described by manipulating this parameter. The positive sign of
+cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) is due to the antiferromagnetic exchange (J/|J | = −1). We explore the ground-state
magnetic configuration through a minimization of the two-spin energy model functional Eq. (2) by
means of the Monte Carlo method.

In the absence of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy term, the ground state minima are not sep-
arated by an energy barrier. Therefore, in the vicinity of zero field B̃= 0, small changes in the field
result in jumps between minima, meaning a tiny coercive field. Figure 2(a) shows element specific
hysteresis loops in the case of a zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy α = 0. A strong magnetic field
suppresses the antiferromagnetic exchange between the layers and aligns the magnetic moments along
the external field. With a steady decline of the magnetic field, the impact of the antiferromagnetic
exchange between layers becomes apparent. At certain critical values of the field, the ordering in the
system changes. Since the magnetic moments of Ru and Mn atoms are different (the Ru moment
is smaller), the Zeeman energy contributions are also different. Hence, the Ru moment flips by an
angle of π, whereas the Mn retains its orientation at a finite bias field. The situation is different for
the Mn moment. Instead of switching, the element specific hysteresis loop of the Mn atom exhibits a
small valley that hints at a large Zeeman barrier compared with the characteristic energy scale of the
antiferromagnetic inter-layer exchange. The magnetic moment of the Mn atom does not flip until the
sign of the bias magnetic field changes.

Turning to the more realistic case of a finite magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the SRO layer
[Fig. 2(b)], we note that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of LSMO is relatively small and LSMO
acts as a soft magnet. The significant difference in the strengths of the magnetic anisotropy imposes
an asymmetry on the element specific hysteresis loops as it was experimentally demonstrated.29 To a
certain extent, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy can be controlled by strain, for instance, as induced
by epitaxial growth on substrates of varying lattice constants.

By tuning the anisotropy of the SRO, we determine the critical bifurcation value, for which the
hysteresis loops change abruptly [Fig. 2(b)]. This anisotropy prevents the SRO layer from flipping,
whereas the LSMO has no anisotropy barrier and therefore switches first (blue solid line). At an
elevated value of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the concave sector of the hysteresis loop smoothly
disappears, meaning that the interlayer antiferromagnetic exchange has a negligible contribution to
the formation of the hysteresis loop. The loop of the SRO layer is solely determined by the strong
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the large coercive magnetic field in this case. We call the critical
strength of the anisotropy, for which the concave fragment of the hysteresis loop disappears, as the
“bifurcation value.”

The impact of the magnetic field direction with respect to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy axis
is also of interest. Let us fix the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the SRO at its critical bifurcation
strength (α = 1 for ∆ϕ= ϕB − ϕk1 = 0.25π) and vary the relative angle ∆ϕ, where ϕB defines the
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FIG. 2. Element specific hysteresis loops of Ru and Mn atoms for different ratios between the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
of the SRO layer and antiferromagnetic exchange between layers: (a) α = K1/|J | = 0 and (b) α = K1/|J | = 1.75. The solid and
dashed lines correspond to the different directions of steering of the applied magnetic field (from positive B̃ to negative and
vice versa, as indicated by arrows). Parameters: ϕB =ϕk1 , β = µMn/µRu = 2.75 for the magnetic moments of single Ru and Mn
atoms, respectively. The transition at the critical ratio meaning the critical strength of the anisotropy for which the concave
fragment of the hysteresis loop disappears is equal to α = K1/|J | = 1.75 (b) in the case of ϕB =ϕk1 .

orientation of the magnetic field and ϕk1 corresponds to the easy axis of the anisotropy of the SRO
layer. The results of numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 3. As it is evident from Fig. 2(a), as
long as the external field is applied parallel to the easy axis and the relative angle is small ∆ϕ = 0,
the concave sector of the SRO hysteresis loop is small, meaning the anisotropy barrier to be too high
and the coercive field to be too strong. With an increase in the non-collinearity between the external
field and the anisotropy axis, the concave sector of the hysteresis loop becomes larger and acquires
the shape different from conventional rectangular hysteresis loops. The strongest effect we observed
is for ∆ϕ = 0.25π. The coercive fields for SRO and LSMO are different, which allows performing a
selective switching (Fig. 3).

The critical regime α ≈ 1 for ∆ϕ = 0.25π [Fig. 3(a)] is rather sensitive to slight changes in ∆ϕ.
Beyond the critical regime, the concave sector disappears [Fig. 3(c)], leading to reordering of the
switching (SRO layer switches first).

A further insight is gained from the energy landscape in Fig. 3(b). The dots A and B on the
hysteresis loop [Fig. 3(a)] are marked on the energy landscape [Fig. 3(b)] by white dots on the left A
and right B figures, respectively. The local minima are separated by an anisotropy barrier [Fig. 3(b)].
Therefore, for point A, the switching is prohibited, while for point B the switching is permitted. The
critical strength of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy K [Fig. 1(b)] depends also on the direction of
the magnetic field ∆ϕ. The role of a thermal activation follows from finite temperature magnetic
dynamics simulations, as detailed next.

Not only the influence of a finite temperature on the magnetization dynamics but also the finite
layer thickness, potentially leading to a non-collinear magnetic configuration within the LSMO or
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FIG. 3. Element specific hysteresis loops of Ru and Mn atoms for different offsets between the external field’s angle ϕB and
the anisotropy’s easy axis direction ϕk1 in the vicinity of the critical difference: (a) ∆ϕ = 0.25π and (c) ∆ϕ = 0.26π. The solid
and dashed lines correspond to the different directions of steering of the applied magnetic field (from positive B̃ to negative and
vice versa, as indicated by arrows). (b) shows energy-surfaces for the labeled points (A, B) in (a). The horizontal arrow around
point B illustrates the flexibility of switching of the Mn-moment, i.e., the range where the angle ϕMn can be steered in the
interval π < ϕMn < 2π without altering the angle ϕRu. The inset illustrates the spin-configuration at these fields. Parameters:
α = 1; K2 = 0, β = 2.75.

SRO components, is considered in our micromagnetic simulations. On top of that, the two different
interface terminations are considered explicitly, leading to different strengths of the antiferromagnetic
interlayer exchange. Following Ref. 28, we adopt atomistic parameters for micromagnetic calcula-

tions. The exchange stiffness reads A≈ JS2Zc
a0

with Zc being the number of magnetic atoms per unit
cell, J being the classical Heisenberg exchange constant, and S being the magnetic moment of a
single magnetic atom. In our case, the exchange parameter already includes the absolute value of
the magnetic moments. The considered crystal structures contain only one magnetic atom per unit
cell and hence A ≈ J/a0 holds. For the particular value a0 = 4 Å, the resulting exchange stiffness is
shown in Table I. The values for the exchange constant J and the magnetic moment µ follow from
our density functional theory calculations.
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TABLE I. Comparison of atomistic and micromagnetic parameters.

J (meV) µ (µB) A (pJ/m) Thickness (uc)

SRO 4.5 1.2 1.80 16
LSMO 13.3 3.3 5.46 9

TABLE II. Saturation magnetization and cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant (Ref. 28).

Msat (MA/m) Kc1 (kJ/m3)

SRO 0.20 640
LSMO 0.56 �2

The experimental data concerning the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the saturation magne-
tization are presented in Table II. The free energy density of the system can be cast as

F =FEX + FZ + FDMF + FMCA. (3)

Here FEX corresponds to the exchange interaction, FZ is the Zeeman energy for the applied static
magnetic field, FDMF describes the contribution of the demagnetizing field that arises due to the
finite size of the system, and FMCA is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy term. All parameters enter-
ing the free energy density are delivered by our DFT results or experiment. For the interlayer
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling term, we consider the interaction only between the nearest
neighbor atoms at the interface. For two surface terminations, we have two different interfacial
exchange constants J1,2 = −J1, J1,2 = −J2 correlating to two different interfacial exchange stiffness
constants A.

The magnetization dynamics is governed by the stochastic, finite temperature Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation

ṁ(t)=−
γ

1 + α2

[
m ×Heff + αm ×

(
m ×Heff

)]
. (4)

Here γ = γ0µ0, with the gyromagnetic constant γ0 = 1.76 × 10111/(Ts), the vacuum permeability
µ0 = 4π × 10−7 Tm/A and the Gilbert damping α. The effective magnetic field in Eq. (4) consists
of two contributions: the functional derivative of the free energy density and the stochastic thermal
random magnetic field due to thermal (white) noise,

~Heff (t)=−
1

µ0Ms

δF[~m]
δ~m

+ ~h
(
~r, t

)
. (5)

The noise correlation function is 〈
hik

(
t
)
hjl

(
t + 4t

)〉
=

2kBTα

γMsa3
0

. (6)

i and j define the corresponding sites on the surface, k and l correspond to the Cartesian components
of the random magnetic field, and T is the temperature.

Micromagnetic simulations are performed using the graphics processing unit (GPU) acceler-
ated code package mumax3,30 which enables us to consider the influence of demagnetizing fields
efficiently. The sample is discretized in cubic cells with a size of (1.2 nm)3 and a grid of 50 × 50
× 8 cells, where SRO occupies five layers and LSMO occupies three layers as an approximation
for the actual experimental system size. In the x and y directions, periodic boundary conditions
are assumed as the lateral dimension of the sample is much larger than its thickness. A classical
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is chosen to solve the differential equation with a fixed time step of
δt = 0.05 ps.

Several hysteresis loops are shown in Fig. 4 depending on the surface termination and the
temperature. The general trend is similar to the two-spin approach presented before. The main
results of the micromagnetic simulations are the unequal shapes of hysteresis loops for different
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FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops determined from micromagnetic simulations for different interface terminations involving weak
(left panel) and strong (right column) antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange. The temperature is increased in every row, from
1 K [(a) and (b)] over 30 K [(c) and (d)] up to 60 K [(e) and (f)]. External field and anisotropy axes are oriented parallel. The
system is discretized in 50 × 50 × 8 unit cells [V = (1.2 nm)3] with periodic boundary conditions in the lateral directions.

interlayer exchange constants and the diminished energy barrier at elevated temperatures. For a
stronger exchange coupling, both layers switch in a rather steep manner compared to the case of a
weak coupling [cf. Figs. 4(b), 4(d), and 4(f)].

FIG. 5. Hysteresis loop obtained from micromagnetic simulations for T = 60 K and ∆ϕ = π/4. The system is discretized in
50 × 50 × 8 unit cells [V = (1.2 nm)3] with periodic boundary conditions in the lateral directions.
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A similar behavior is observed in the case of non-collinear external and magnetocrystalline
fields. Hysteresis curves are smooth; concave patterns are not observed (see Fig. 5 for T = 60 K
and ∆ϕ = π/4). Comparing the micromagnetic results for an extended system with the Monte Carlo
model approach, we note that, for a heterostructure with a finite thickness, the magnetization relative
alignment is averaged over each layer. Besides, the effect of the inter-layer exchange interaction in
our calculation was considered only for nearest neighbor magnetic moments. Therefore, the concave
sector-pattern is less pronounced for the extended system. Nevertheless, a canting of the magnetic
moments is evident and can be extracted from the data, which can be seen in Fig. 6. The arrows
represent the magnetization’s average orientation for each layer of the system’s discretization. Due to
the weak anisotropy in the LSMO, the non-collinear texture can mainly be seen in the Mn-component
of the magnetic moments, but also the SRO is affected close to the interface.

Interfacing the ferromagnetic oxides La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) and SrRuO3 (SRO) results in an
interfacial antiferromagnetic exchange coupling. In the spirit of the exchange bias, we expect to find
an element specific modification of the hysteresis loops of LSMO/SRO stacks. Using a combination of
first-principles calculations and finite-temperature micromagnetic simulations, we uncover the origin
of the shape of hysteresis loops and their dependencies on external parameters. The findings point
to a general phenomenon resulting from an interplay of magnetization, coercivity, and anisotropy
contributions at the interface of two ferromagnetic oxide materials with the result mimicking what is
seen in exchange-bias systems. It could be as useful as common exchange-bias systems but further
allows for a selective switching of the individual layers. Subsequent studies are planned in two main
directions. Obviously the thickness of the magnetic layers will directly influence the impact on the
AFM interlayer exchange on the switching characteristics. Special focus should be put on depth-
dependent spin-canting and selective switching processes, as shown in the macrospin approach. On
the other hand, the impact of modifications of the anisotropy due to the oxide interface is worth
studying as it will directly influence the canted spins’ structure and position relative to the interface.
Ultimately controlling non-collinear spin structures enables also the control of electronic transport

FIG. 6. Spin configurations for three different magnetic field strengths pointing in the x-direction, corresponding to [Fig. 4(a)].
The arrows represent average magnetic orientation in a layer of the simulation’s discretization lattice.
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properties as the electron spin polarization is directly manipulated. This ability is highly desirable
for applications in spintronic devices.

This work is supported by the DFG within the Collaborative Research Center SFB 762,
“Functionality of Oxide Interfaces.”
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